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Student Branch Status

- **Membership**
  - Total (by Sep. 2010): 24
  - Increase by: 10

- **Focus on:**
  - developing membership
  - promote communications among members

- **Difficulties in membership development**
  - English is the IEEE official language
  - Only few of students know the benefits of IEEE student membership
  - Lacking communications among members
Annual activities

- Annual activities for student membership development
  - IEEE Sendai Section Student Session in the Tohoku-Section Joint Convention (TSJC) of institutes of electrical and information engineers (from 2002 ~ )
  - IEEE Sendai Section Student Award
  - Joint Seminar on Information Processing Engineering
IEEE Sendai Section Student Session in TSJC

- Presentations in Student Session

2010 TSJC (Hachinohe institute of Technology)
IEEE Sendai Section Student Session in TSJC

- 2010 TSJC at Hachinohe Institute of Technology
IEEE Sendai Section Student Award

- Student award: The Best Paper in the IEEE Sendai section student session
- 2009 awarding ceremony
Joint Seminar on Information Processing

Cosponsored by:
- Group of ECEI, Tohoku Univ.
- New Paradigm Computing (NPC) Seminar
- IEEE Sendai Section

Features
- Students organization
- Presentation & Discussion
  - Digital signal processing, LCD devices, VLSI design,
  - Image processing, Speech processing, System theory
- This year: Oct. 15, 2010
Joint Seminar on Information Processing (2009)